
Your key to Context 
Aware™ Authentication

Authentication must evolve too.The digital world is evolving.
The upheavals of the pandemic have accelerated the adoption of 
digital services and payments wider and faster, in a shorter space 
of time, than ever before. Added to this, the average consumer is 

constantly becoming more digitally savvy and alert to the dangers of 
engaging online.

This has resulted in an accelerated need for better authentication 
of customers and their transactions. The need to balance security 
with user experience remains crucial for successful digital service 

offerings, since a bad user experience will result in customer 
abandonment of transaction, or worse.

Certifications

10x
faster authentication 

than SMS OTP

99.99%
uptime

8 office 
locations around 

the world

1 billion+ 
sessions secured 

every month

75 million 
enrolled users

31 unique 
patents 

across our portfolio

Some of our customers Some of our partners

Just choose Entersekt, and you’re in.

We offer world-class customer and payment 
authentication solutions that remove fraud and 
friction across:

• Digital channels, including online banking, 
mobile banking, call centers, and chat banking. 

• Payment channels, including e-commerce 
payments using 3D Secure, faster payments, 
and QR payments. 

• Data channels, such as open banking access 
and consent.

Our solutions are underpinned by strong 
device identity technology that ensures:

• Limited device drift and no device collision.
• Customers do not constantly need to log in, 

even after long intervals.
• Passwordless and frictionless access and/ 

or transactions.

Because of this, our clients and their 
customers experience:

• Enhanced user experiences without friction.
• More robust security, protecting sensitive 

access and transactions.
• Regulatory compliance.

Entersekt is how the financial world can finally enjoy transactions that are both secure and frictionless. Our customers benefit from a suite of 
cross-channel, context-aware solutions that enable the most optimal, secure, and best user experiences for every user and every transaction. 

Here’s how we’re different: 
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